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The material is substantial, informative and complete with explanations ofthe physiology
underlying nutrition, but still maintains readability appropriate for the general public. In
addition, there is a summary and resource section at the end ofeach chapter to help guide
those who wish to read more about agiven topic, as well as useful appendices with growth
charts, recommended daily allowances, and conversion tables. I would recommend this
book to anyone who wishes to learn more about adequate nutrition for a child, and I'll bet
you will learn something for yourself as well.
Khashayar Farsad
MD/PhD Student
Yale University School ofMedicine
GASTROINTESTINAL PHYSIOLOGY, Fifth Edition. By Leonard R. Johnson. St.
Louis, Mosby-Year Book, Inc., 1997. 225 pp. $29.95.
Another successful member ofMosby's monograph series for physiology, this book
holds its own as an excellent primary text for the study of gastrointestinal physiology.
With all the original authors contributing to this fifthedition, fans ofprevious editions will
still feel comfortable with this one, but will gain the added benefit from a good amount of
updated material. New features added to this edition include display ofkey terms in bold
type when defined, and addition of a summary of major concepts at the end. The tables,
graphs and figures are clear and easy to understand in conjunction with the text, which is
clearly written. To the author's credit, the text is supported with sufficient clinical appli-
cations (even clinical tests that one may use to test different parts ofthe GI system) mak-
ing this book very useful for the neophyte. This is a complete book, yet short enough to
be used in any comprehensive physiology course. You can keep it as reference for patho-
physiology as well.
Khashayar Farsad
MD/PhD Student
Yale University School ofMedicine
HUMAN HISTOLOGY, Second Edition. By Alan Stevens and James Lowe. St. Louis,
Mosby-Yearbook, Inc., 1996. 408 pp. $46.
When it comes to texts on histology, the Britishhave itagain. This second edition text
is a fantastic treatment of human histology that is both well written, well organized, and
believe it or not, pretty hard to put down. The authors have written the book to serve both
as a histologic atlas, as well as a supplement to a cell biology text (no one would argue
that it could replace a cell biology text, however). In this way, one learns histology with
the appropriate discussion ofthe relevant cell biology in a manner that makes reading of
this book well worth the time ofany student in medicine or cell biology. The authors have
revised this second edition to correct errors from the first and added new features such as
summary headings, "Key Facts" and true/false review questions at the end of each chap-
ter.
The material is complemented by some great colorphotographs ofspecimen sections,
some good electron microscopy and nice color drawings and diagrams. Sections flagged
with a star go a little more in depth on a particular topic, and sections flagged with a
microscope icon emphasize the findings one could look for under the microscope in the46 BookReviews
laboratory. The highlight, in my opinion, is the space devoted to clinical correlations
(stethoscope icon), which helps the student to learn histology through the perspective of
pathology. Both authors are professors ofpathology, and the incorporation ofthe clinical
sections demonstrates their understanding the need and desire of most students to learn
histology. In fact, I would recommend that the authors devote even more to this in a sub-
sequent edition.
In summary, I really like this book and have often used it as a resource. I have used
it as an adjunct to cell biology, physiology and pathology. It certainly compares favorably
with Functional Histology by Wheater et al. in all aspects and may surpass it in many.
Check them both out and see what you think.
Khashayar Farsad
MD/PhD Student
Yale University School of Medicine
MOSBY'S ACE THE BOARDS SERIES. St. Louis, Mosby-Year Book, 1997.
* ANATOMY. By N. Anthony Moore, 480 pp. $29.95.
* BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE. By Stephen Cody, 192 pp $30.
* BIOCHEMISTRY. By John W. Pelley, 371 pp. $29.95.
* PATHOLOGY. By Wurzel et al., 624 pp. $29.95.
Mosby has released a new series targeted toward the fear of many a medical student
-the dreaded USMLE Step 1 ("The Boards"). In their nine-book series, every topic that
could be covered on the boards appears to have been reviewed and spit back in bullet-style
efficiency. Some ofthe books are very efficient and serve as good reviews; others are more
in-depth and may be ofbetter use in conjunction with an academic course to facilitate the
review before the exam. All of the books provide an introduction with test-taking strate-
gies and hints, and the series even comes with a money-back guarantee that you will not
fail the examination. The format ofthe material is more or less the same, with clear head-
ings and tables, and useful boxes with key information. There is a unique system oficons
to help the reader know which types ofconcepts are being covered in a particular section,
such as anatomy or laboratory findings. I did not find them as helpful as intended, since
it was hard to keep track ofwhat all the icons signified. The end ofeach chapter has a few
questions whose answers are more valuable because each choice is briefly discussed as to
why it was the right or wrong choice. Mosby puts the answers to all the questions in the
back on perforated sheets. Presumably one would tear out the answer sheets and use them
after the review questions, but in reality, I think it would have been easier to have the
answers at the end ofeach chapter.
Each book comes with a diskette (Windows, 386 or higher) with multiple-choice
questions and answers. The program compiles your performance and summarizes it by
specific categories, information thatcould be useful in letting you know where yourweak-
nesses are.You can see why the wrong answers are wrong, and you can "bookmark" ques-
tions for later reference. The questions are not very realistic with respect to the clinical
stems seen in the actual USMLE, and the level ofdifficulty ofthese questions may not be
a good gauge for the actual exam; however, the major topics are tested, so it serves as a
good content quizzer.
Anatomy: This review covers much ofgross anatomy and includes nice color figures
illustrating specific structures. There is not a lot of clinically-oriented anatomy, which is
what most students studying for boards are looking for, although some of the quiz ques-
tions emphasize anatomy encountered in clinical situations. Overall, this is a thorough